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Several viewpoints are proposed with the aim of promoting further approa hes to the numeri al
integration of Einstein's equations, espe ially in support of attempts to dete t astrophysi ally signi ant gravitational waves. Magi Matter suggests that one should instru t omputer programs
to ignore Einstein's equations inside the horizons of bla k holes, and to instead produ e omputationally onvenient metri s there that will not interfere with the orre t solution of the equations
in the physi ally observable regions of the simulation. The Computational ther is the spatial
grid of oordinate verti es, on eived as an imaginary substan e whi h spreads itself onveniently
over the urved spa etime in ways that should simplify the omputational e ort. The dynami s of
magi matter and the omputational ther represent instan es of Applied S ien e Fi tion where
physi al laws in onsistent with our knowledge of nature are used in aspe ts of simulations that have
no observable onsequen es, but are expe ted to improve omputational eÆ ien y. The Miner's
Canary gives noti e in su h omputations, not that the air in the mine is be oming poisoned, but
that some regions of the omputational grid probably lie inside apparent horizons so that one may
take liberties with the Einstein equations to preserve the life of the omputation. Satisfa tory implementations of these three ideas are not provided here; rather some rst steps toward su h are
proposed to stimulate further resear h.

I. INTRODUCTION

the resulting spa etime. The stress-energy tensor of the
omputational ther may be a useful prop to our inventiveness in hoosing a useful dynami s, but does not enter
the Einstein equations or generate gravitational elds.
Before ele tro hemi al te hnology supplied patentable
devi es, miners were said to arry a aged anary into the
mines whi h, by showing sign of illness, would warn of
poisoned air. A similar signal is needed by omputational
algorithms to warn that se tors of the grid lie within
bla k holes, so that lifesaving s ien e tion should be
invoked to preserve the omputation. A s alar eld playing the role that  = M=r does in the S hwarzs hild
solution would be the ideal su h Canary. Although a full
s alar eld dynami s might be invented to provide this
servi e, our preliminary example of a dynami s for the
omputational ther suggests that su h a s alar indi ator may arise from some theories of the omputational
ther.
These ideas are partly an outgrowth of the Fat Parti le idea (developed with Conrad S hi , ref) whi h an
be onsidered a rst example of Applied S ien e Fi tion.
But some inspiration to use reative and ( reativity produ ing) names ame from the Lazarus Proje t [BBCL00℄
whi h showed that a bla k hole omputation that was
des ending into omputational hell ould be resurre ted
by transforming to a fresh algorithm.

Words in uen e our reativity (Wheeler, Feynman).
So here some ways of thinking about bla k hole al ulations are proposed. Although I will use several di erent
at h phrases to des ribe these approa hes, they ea h
atta k one of two diÆ ulties in numeri al omputation.
One diÆ ulty is the formation of spa etime singularities
inside the horizon of any bla k hole that o ur in the omputation. The se ond is the likelihood that injudi iously
hosen oordinates my require extreme omputational efforts that halt the omputation. These two diÆ ulties
are losely related sin e urrent experien e has found oordinate distortions most prevalent near the horizons of
bla k holes.
Applied S ien e Fi tion (AFS) refers to the use of
physi ally absurd dynami s where it has no observable
onsequen es. On su h pla e is inside bla k hole horizons where one may stu a gravitating substan e, Magi
Matter, whi h allows singularities to be suppressed. The
uid version of Magi Matter may be alled Aquavit
(aqua vit, preserving the life of the omputation) when
it an be treated as a uid. Another ase of Applied
S ien e Fi tion is in assigning the dynami s of a possibly vis o-elasti substan e to the spatial oordinates (or
grid verti es in a dis rete omputational approximation)
| the Computational ther. This dynami s is tional
be ause the motions of the oordinate grid should, from
general ovarian e, have no in uen e on the geometry of
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II. APPLIED SCIENCE FICTION

( f. [MTW73, eqn. (22.7)℄) whi h gives P = ( 1)P for
/ n . The velo ity of sound , for small density perturbations from a homogeneous uid in spe ial relativity,
is given by
 
P
1
2
(3.3)
n
=
+P
n s


Be ause the behavior of spa etime inside an event horizon (e.g., inside an apparent horizon) annot in uen e
the observable spa etime outside, some omputational
s hemes (refs) have tried to avoid the treatment of singularities by ex ising a singularity prone region from the
a tive omputational grid. ASF similarly seeks to avoid
solving Einstein's equations (with their singular onsequen es) inside apparent horizons. But omputers don't
a ept the instru tion \I don't are | do anything you
like." So rather than dire tly attempting to avoid solving Einstein's equations inside a bla k hole, ASF asks
that they be solved, but with some unphysi al matter
(e.g., Aquavit) repla ing the va uum there. Some suitable kinds of unphysi al matter may be suggested by the
s ien e tion studies of Thorne and Novikov (refs) on
transversible wormholes. I explore here some other avenues.

in units where the velo ity of light is unity. This evaluates
to 2 =
1 when  / n .
For an example of a singularity avoiding equation of
state (for a FRW universe) we suggest
 / n (n1

= n(d=dn) 

(3.5)

a form orresponding to [MTW73, eqn. (27.74)℄. Here the
e e tive potential V (R) whi h allows a rigorous qualitative des ription of the solutions of this equation is
V (R) =

VN R

3 +2

(1 R

3

) :

(3.6)

This fun tion is plotted in Figure 1. [The s ale fa tor
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where R is the s ale fa tor for the evolving universe
(whi h we take as a stand-in for the interior of a ollapsing star) and  is the density of mass-energy in the rest
frame of the uid. The properties of the matter are inorporated in the isentropi equation of state (n) where
n / 1=R3 is a onserved parti le number density. Simple
physi al idealizations of matter in lude pressure-free dust
with  / n and massless radiation  / n4=3 . But inside
an event horizon we are free to postulate any equation
of state that might be useful for easing the omputation.
From this equation of state the pressure is omputed as
P

(3.4)

(dR=dt)2 + V (R) = K ;

As suggested by the name (Aquavit, Akvavit, aqua
vit), a simple example of ASF may be a uid that
has an unphysi al equation of state designed to resist
ollapse to a singularity. Sin e the original example of
ollapse to form a bla k hole [OS39℄ an be reformulated [Be 62,Mis67,Mis69℄ as a se tor of the pressurefree FRW losed universe mat hed to a S hwarzs hild
exterior solution, one rst looks to avoid the osmologi al singularity with a dose of Aquavit. For a homogeneous isotropi FRW osmology the eld equations an
be taken, e.g. [MTW73, eqns. (27.39)℄, as
(8=3)R2(R) = k

)

whi h, for n  n1 gives the familiar ases  / n . With
this equation of state, and with n / 1=R3, the Friedmann
equation (3.1) be omes

III. AQUAVIT
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FIG. 1. The e e tive potential V (R) plotted for two values
of the parameter, = 1 and = 2. For all values of the
onstant energy-analog K  1 in equation (3.5) there exist nonsingular solutions with R > 0 for all time. The value
K = +1 orresponds to a stable stati Einstein universe populated with any > 2=3 brand of aquavit.

(3.2)

The use of unphysi al uids in inhomogeneous environments, su h as the interior of bla k holes where one hopes
they an be useful omputationally, ould bring in hydrodynami al problems as a trade-o for gravitational singularities. This an only be de ided by omputational tests.
One problem that might be addressed is the thermodynami al instability of substan es with negative ompressibilities. But self-gravitating relativisti substan es with
sti positive ompressibilites are unstable (e.g., toward



The NSF required areful a ounting by Calte h to avoid
the possibility that su h ridi ulous spe ulations ould be
linked to LIGO funding. Here I suggest that this s ien e tion an be applied to solve signi ant LIGO-related
problems.
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relativisti quantum eld theory, and with lassi al general relativity, the va uum be ame a quite substantial
ther. It was visualized as a stew of virtual parti les.
It threatened to have a nonzero energy density. And it
ould bend and wave and de e t other types of matter.
Now numeri al relativity has brought us another ther
beyond the dis arded ther of the 19th entury and the
urrent ther of the 20th entury. This is the omputational ther | the oordinate system or omputational
grid | whi h is ausing many of the problems fa ing
s ientists in the numeri al solution of Einstein's gravitational equations.
Many of the diÆ ulties whi h Einstein and others had
in understanding his theory of general relativity were
founded in a tenden y to attribute physi al signi an e
to oordinates. Fifty years after 1915 it be ame possible to on eive of a urved spa etime without giving
prominen e to oordinates, and this is now ommonpla e
among relativists. But numeri al relativists are nding
that the oordinate system is a s a olding whi h is essential in building a spa etime. I suggest that it be thought a
se ond ther intera ting with the primary ther, spa etime. The prin iple of general ovarian e says that this
se ond ther annot in uen e the stru ture of the physi al spa etime. But it does not say that the physi al
spa etime annot in uen e the s a olding. And, when
sheltered by an event horizon, this prin iple an be violated; the omputational ther an be allowed to in uen e the physi al ther.

bla k hole formation) so Newtonian intuitions need to be
upgraded by further investigation. The lo al properties
of the = 2 aquavit are plotted in Figure 2.
A vis ous aquavit might work better than the ideal
uids des ribed above. The addition of bulk vis osity in
the FRW prototype model for a bla k hole interior might
result in an homogeneous ollapse that was terminated,
not by a boun e, but by a damped relaxation to the equilibrium Einstein universe represented by the bottom of
the potential well in Figure 1.
As dis ussed in the next se tion, unphysi al equations
of state su h as equation (3.4) need not be used only in
regions of spa etime o upied by matter. When modi ed
to allow  = 0 at low densities n, they an be onsidered
either as modi ed equations of state for the va uum, or
as equations of state for the omputational grid.
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FIG. 2. The properties of the = 2 uid de ned by equation (3.4) against a normalized density n=n1 . The solid urve
is the energy density , while the dashed urve is the pressure
P in the same units. The dotted urve is 2 , the dimensionless
squared sound velo ity. Note that the uid be omes lo ally
unstable ( 2 < 0) ne essarily when 2 = 0 where pressure
gradient for es are negligible in the equation for density perturbations, so that the homogeneous model al ulation for
an FRW universe may there give meaningful suggestions of
the behavior under self gravitation. Also the singularity in
2
, where =n = 0 so  + P = 0, o urs at a state where
the stress energy tensor redu es to a false va uum ondition
( osmologi al ` onstant') whi h is not obviously troublesome.

A. Fluid ther
For an example of a omputational ther whi h an a tively hange the spa etime geometry onsider the equation of state

0;
n  n0
/
(n n ) [(n n ) (n n ) ℄; n  n (4.1)
0

1

0

0

0

in whi h 0  n0 < n1 is assumed. This is just equation (3.4) o set to give  = 0 for n  n0 . This is an
example of an (unphysi al) equation of state for the va uum, or an equation of state for a omputational ther.
At low densities n < n0 it has no energy density  and no
pressure P and thus is a onventional lassi al va uum or
a omputational ther whi h does not enter the Einstein
equations. At higher densities, expe ted to be found only
inside bla k holes, it might provide the prote tion against
singularities suggested for the simpler aquavit of the previous se tion. But if no other matter is introdu ed, as in
a binary bla k hole system, what is n?
To interpret equation (4.1) as the equation of state of a
omputational ther or of a oordinate system one must
interpret n as the density of spatial oordinates. In a
dis rete form this would make 1=n the volume of a grid
ell in its own rest frame. In the ontinuum des ription
n is de ned by its onservation law (nu ); = 0 where

IV. DYNAMIC GRIDS
It is ommonly taught that the ther was eliminated
from physi s by Einstein with the introdu tion of spe ial
relativity. But a half entury later it was not un ommon
for physi ists to talk of the new ther, the spa etime
va uum. Although the spe ial relativiti ther had lost
one familiar property of a substan e | it's use as a referen e to or from whi h a velo ity ould be de ned | it
retained many others. For instan e even the spe ial relativisti va uum ould be de orated with adornments su h
as the ele tromagneti eld. It also served as the medium
for the propagation of ele tromagneti waves. But with
3
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bla k hole with its singularity tamed by unphysi al matter shows that a pra ti al omputational ther needs to
be made of grid points that an move above the speed of
light, i.e., with spa elike worldlines.

is the 4-velo ity of the spatial oordinates, thus in
a oordinate system omoving with this omputational
ther one has ui = 0 for i = 1; 2; 3. The onservation
law for n then reads

p

0 [ n

g=

p

g00 ℄ = 0

(4.2)

C. Magi Matter

and de nes n dire tly in terms of the metri and some
(arbitrary) initial density assignment. The ovariant spatial omponents of the ther's 4-velo ity ui = u0 g0i are
essentially the shift ve tor. In regions where  + P > 0
the ui will be determined algebrai ally by the momentum
onstraints G0i / Ti0 = ( + P )u0ui = ( + P )g0i =( g00).
This simple pi ture of the grid as a uid omputational
ther is likely inadequate. The properties of the uid of
equation (4.1) are too violent at the transition n = n0
from test matter to self-gravitating matter. And the shift
ve tor ontrol enters too abruptly as  + P in reases or
de reases from zero. But further attempts an be made
to de ne shift onditions by thinking of the grid (spatial
oordinates) as a kind of ther or test (nongravitating)
matter. From this viewpoint the 4-velo ity of the grid,
u with ui = 0 for i = 1; 2; 3, would play an in reased
role in our thinking.

To get some idea of the kind of unphysi al matter
needed to tame a omputed bla k hole model we modify the S hwars hild metri and learn what it osts. In
a long known but little used form of the S hwarzs hild
metri one has
!2
r
2U
2
2
i
i
ds = dt + dx + x
dt
(4.4)
2
r

where a Eu lidean sum of squares o urs on the spa e
indi es. This form is losely related to the ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein oordinates (e.g., [MTW73,
Box 31.2℄) and satis es the va uum Einstein equations
when U = M=r with r2 = xi xi . It allows one to des ribe
infalling matter or light and the formation of the singularity and has the onvenien e of a unit lapse,
lidean
p gEu
geometry on the t = onstant sli es and
= 1. An
important Kerr generalization of this presentation of a
bla k hole has been given re ently by Doran [Dor00℄. We
will modify this metri in the region r  M , well inside
the horizon, to tip the light ones ba k to a nonsingular
on guration there. The inward and outward edges of
the light ones in this metri are given by the radial null
ve tors

B. Elasti ther
An ther on eived as a material substan e with timelike 4-velo ity u has as an important des riptor the
strain of its rest frame. This strain is des ribed by the
proje tion tensor h and by the strain rate L wherey
h

= g + u u and L

=

1
2

Lu h

:

(4.3)

` = t + (xi =r)(1

and

These learly depend only on the hoi e of spatial oordinates and their world lines to whi h u is tangent. In
oordinates tied to this ther so that ui = 0 these tensors
satisfy h0 = 0 = L0 and have spatial omponents
hjk
p
and Ljk = 12 0 hjk . Here  u0 = 1= g00. An alternative de nition of hjk in these oordinates is that it is
the 33 matrix inverse of the matrix gjk , the spatial omponents of the ontravariant 4-metri . Thus these omponents, like h and L , are independent of hanges in
the time sli ing ( hoi e of the x0 oordinate) and depend
only on the hoi e of spatial grid. Using these des iptors
as tools, one ould imagine ontrolling the grid (and thus
the shift ve tor) by requiring this ther to a t as a vis oelasti solid or even a kind of Silly Putty (i.e., uid on
large s ales, but solid for some higher frequen ies). However, some onsiderations of even a simple S hwarzs hild

n = t

p

2U )i

p
(xi =r)(1 + 2U )

(4.5)

i

so one sees that the entire light one tips inward (toward smaller r) whenever 2U > 1. For this metri to
be
at the origin r = 0 one
p di erentiable
p needs that
U (r)=r2 be di erentiable there. But f (u) is differentiable provided f (u) is and while also f (u) > 0.
So with r2 = xi xi di erentiable (whi h r is not at the
origin r = 0), we easily a hieve a di erentiable metri
by hoosing U (r)=r2 = f (r2 ) > 0 for any di erentiable
fun tion f(u). This requirement in ludes U (0) = 0 so the
light ones at the origin are oriented just as in Minkowski
spa etime.
The Einstein tensor omputed for this metri
(in spheri al oordinates) we write as G  =
diagd ; Pr ; P? ; P? ) suggesting its interpretation, when
nonzero, as generated by a stress-energy tensor for some
exoti matter. The omputed values are
 = Pr = 2(rU )0 =r2 ; P? = (r2 U 0 )0 =r2 (4.6)

y

In oordinates with zero shift so g0k = 0 the strain parameters hjk and Ljk redu e to the omponents of the rst and
se ond fundamental forms of a time sli e as used by Dedonder
and ADM.

and are all zero when U = M=r. It is, however, not
diÆ ult to \draw by hand" values of U for r  M that
4

unspe i ed sign even when we restri t the hoi e of time
oordinate x0  t to ones that make onstant t hypersurfa es spa elike so that t; t; = g00 is always negative.
[In the pre eding example one had  = g00 = 1 2U
but t; t; = g00 = 1.℄ Asso iated with this measure of
the grid velo ity v are two tensors whi h we hope will
be useful in de ning a dynami s for the grid that will
help omputer programs lay out onvenient oordinates
on the spa etimes they are being asked to generate. One
su h tensor tries to measure the strains in the ther. It
is

smoothly join to the S hwarzs hild values at larger r but
leave the metri nonsingular. An example with M=1 is

1=r
if r  1
U=
(4.7)
r2 (35 42r2 + 15r4 )=8 if r  1
This hoi e makes all metri omponents in equation (4.4) C1 fun tions everywhere ex ept at r = 1 where
they are only C2 . The nonzero omponents of G  for
this example are plotted in Figure 3.
It is not possible to state that this magi matter is
moving at velo ities greater than light. This for the reason that, as with false va uum, the rest frame of the
matter is not de ned. One would normally de ne the
4-velo ity u of matter as the timelike eigenve tor of the
matter stress-energy tensor, T  u = u , as for an
ideal uid. But every ve tor v in the rt plane satis es
G  v  = v  for the metri of equation (4.4), and su h
ve tors an be spa elike or null as well as timelike.

p

= v v


=

0.8

Lv p

:

(4.9)

= 0 = v 

(4.10)

The rst of these equations is just simple algebra; the
se ond follows by taking the Lie derivative Lv of the rst
and using Lv v = 0. In the asso iated oordinates where
v  = Æ0 these read p0 = 0 = 0 .
An important feature of  is that when v is a
Killing ve tor, as in the stu ed bla k hole example, then
 = 0. A Killing ve tor satis es Lv g = 0 and,
with Lv v = 0 plus derivative produ t rules, the formula
p = (g g g g )v v immediately gives  = 0.
Consequently, with a vis ous stress proportional to this
strain rate, one ould hope to write a dynami s for the
grid motion v that would damp toward  = 0 when
the geometry of the spa etime permitted a stationary solution. A possible dynami s for study ould be
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These two tensors live essentially on the spa elike hypersurfa es t = onst sin e one nds that

20

0.4

(4.8)

The other measures the strain rate

v  p

0.2

(v v )g :

1
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-20

FIG. 3. The properties of some magi matter whi h removes the singularity in a S hwarzs hild bla k hole are plotted here. These are the nonzero (diagonal) omponents of the
Einstein tensor for (the spheri al oordinate version of) the
metri de ned by equations (4.4) and (4.7), plotted against
r=M . The solid urve is the implied energy density , while
the dashed urve is the radial stress (pressure) Pr in the same
units. The dotted urve is P? , the required stress in the
transverse (; ) dire tions.

(v; + v ; )v + 2 ; = 0

(4.11)

where  > 0 is a oeÆ ient of vis osity. Another prospe tive dynami s would be
(v; + v ; ); + 2 ; = 0 :

D. A Computational ther

(4.12)

Ea h of these equations is satis ed when v is a Killing
ve tor. The rst is probably a paraboli equation, the
se ond probably hyperboli . They ould be ombined to
give a damped wave equation. Their relations to the shift
onditions introdu ed by Al ubierre (refs) have not yet
been established.
Although the grid velo ity v and its asso iated strain
and strain rate may be the appropriate elds for formulating a dynami s for the omputational ther, it will
still be important to be able to des ribe independently
the hoi es being made for the time sli ing x0 = t and
for the spa e oordinates or omputational grid. Thus
it is important to re ognize that the gjk omponents of
the 4-metri are independent of the time sli ing ondition. Consider the inner produ t ; ; = ; ; g in

Although the above example of a nonsingular bla k
hole stu ed with magi matter did not require the matter
to move faster than light, its presentation as a stationary
metri did require | most importantly in the va uum
regions just inside the horizon | that the verti es xi =
onst of the spatial grid move faster than light. Thus the
4-velo ity of the spatial grid, the omputational ther,
annot be assumed to be a unit ve tor. We therefor propose to des ribe the motion of this omputational ther
by a ve tor v whose dire tion in spa etime is tangent to
the world lines of this ther, so vi = 0, but whose magnitude will be normalized by the hosen time oordinate
so that we set v0 = 1. Then v v = g00   has an
5

the ase  = xj and = xk . The result is ; ; = gjk
whi h is learly independent of one's hoi e of sli ing funion t = x0 . Still another way to interpret the gjk is to
onsider the distan e from one grid point to a neighbor. To be dynami ally important in the rea tion of
the ther to distortions in the grid, this distan e should
be measured in the rest frame of the grid, i.e., along
a small ve tor s orthogonal to the grid 4-velo ity v .
But sin e vi = 0, the orthogonality ondition v s = 0
gives s0 = 0. Consequently, the invariant norm of this
ve tor is just s2 = s s g = sj sk gjk whi h redu es to
sums only over the spatial indi es. Inner produ ts among
su h ve tors to worldlines of nearest neighbor grid verti es similarly involve only gjk , again establishing these
metri omponents as the des riptors of grid ell shapes.
When grid verti es move at greater than the velo ity of
light, this 3  3 matrix gjk ould have a non-Eu lidean
signature or be degenerate with vanishing determinant.
The simplest property of the time oordinate is the
norm of its gradient t; t; = g00  1=N 2 whi h is
usually reported via the lapse fun tion N . As long as
this gradient is timelike (N real), the indu ed metri
3
gjk = 4 gjk will have a Eu lidean signature and the t =
onst surfa es will be spa elike.

the Kerr geometry, and whi h was meaningful in other
geometries, then the ondition ; ; = 0 might warn
that one was in the neighborhood of an apparent horizon.
Another possibility is that the 4-velo ity v of the omputational ther itself, for a suitable dynami s, ould
dete t the presen e of bla k holes. As a rst attempt
in this dire tion I suggest the study of ther dynami s
based on equations similar to (4.11) and (4.12). If the
vis osity drives  toward zero it should also be driving v toward an approximate Killing ve tor. But some
Killing ve tors in the S hwarzs hild and Kerr metri s beome null ve tors with   v v = 0 at the horizon.
It would suÆ e for many purposes if regions with, say
 < 1 (or some other onstant) were normally within
bla k hole horizons. At the least su h a signal ould
provide a starting point for apparent horizon sear hes to
verify the presen e of a bla k hole.
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E. The Miner's Canary
Noti e of the formation and lo ation of bla k holes
in urrent numeri al omputations is obtained primarily through the use of apparent horizon nders. It is
possible that less a urate but more e onomi al identi ation of the grid se tors inside bla k holes might be obtained from the behavior of test elds propagating on the
evolving ba kground. One possible dire tion for study
would be the onstru tion of s alar eld theories where
the s alar eld for a suitable self-intera tion potential
might want to fall into any bla k hole and reveal the
bla k hole's presen e by some hara teristi values or behaviours. A simple useful s alar eld in the Kerr metri is any fun tion (r) where r is the usual Kerr and
Boyer-Lindquist oordinate as in [MTW73, Box 33.2℄.
Sin e grr vanishes at the horizon in these metri s, one
has ; ; = 0 at the horizon, and this might serve as
an horizon alarm even in metri s that were only approximately Kerr bla k holes. But for this thought to be fruitful, one would need a way to hara terize su h elds .
A simple wave equation ;; = 0 has, in the Kerr metri ,
solutions (r) whi h are unfortunately singular at the
horizon: = 0 + ln[(r r+ )=(r r )℄ where r are the
horizon lo ations. A fun tion = (r r+ )=(r r ) whi h
is well behaved from spatial in nity down through the
outer horizon satis es an equation whi h, while meaningful in other metri s, appears diÆ ult to handle numerially, namely ( 2 );; 4 ; ; = 0. Were it possible to
nd a wave equation for whi h (with suitable boundary onditions) stably evolves to a fun tion of r alone in
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